
 

Keymacro is a Visual Basic 6 program for creating macros for Microsoft Office applications. It adds the ability to drag and drop macros into the programs that you want to add them to, making the macros appear at the point where you need them. LAST UPDATED: December 13, 2008 Sshinfo - SSH & SOCKS Connection Statistics
Description: Sshinfo is an interactive and friendly application for monitoring and managing network connections on Unix based systems. It records the user activity over the network connections and generates graphical and textual reports. LAST UPDATED: August 17, 2010 Sony XDC Music Manager Description: XDC Music Manager is a
music management software that helps you organize, manage and search your music collection from any Windows computer. With its powerful music search engine, and a carefully designed and user friendly interface, XDC Music Manager is able to search, play, organize and manage your music collection quickly and efficiently. LAST
UPDATED: April 20, 2015 WMP GUI Configuration Description: WMP GUI Configuration enables you to configure the player by creating and editing registry settings, adding program and configuration menu entries, and creating shortcuts and favorites. It can automatically modify the registry for the following programs: WMP, Media
Browser, Explorer, and Windows Media Player. LAST UPDATED: August 19, 2012 Into-Out Addons Description: Into-Out Addons is a complete program suite for players, emulators and DVD authoring software, which delivers a complete collection of addons, including samples, codecs, music, skins, backgrounds and wallpapers. The set is
known as Into-Out Addons and consists of six individual products. LAST UPDATED: December 27, 2011 Extreme Screen Recorder Description: Extreme Screen Recorder is a powerful and easy-to-use screen recorder. This screen recorder is compatible with most Windows operating systems including Windows
95/98/ME/NT/2000/XP/Vista/7/8/8.1 and Windows Server. The program offers many excellent features such as automatic screen recording, dual recording, screen capture, screen recording with trimming, screen recording with background noise removal, and many more. LAST UPDATED: November 12, 2015 Go Searchlight 3.9.8.5
Description: Go Searchlight 3.9.8.5 is a program that contains over 15.000,000 files of all categories including images, audio, video, pdf, zip, 70238732e0 Pegatron Corporation 2a99 Motherboard Driversl
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USBDeviceShare is a simple application which allows you to share USB devices over LAN. This software helps you to remotely plug-in USB device over network/internet. USB devices connected to remote computers can be virtually plugged in to your local machine. The devices can then be accessed as if they are locally present. KEYMACRO
Details: NAME USBDeviceShare VERSION 1.0.0 DESCRIPTION USBDeviceShare is a simple application which allows you to share USB devices over LAN. This software helps you to remotely plug-in USB device over network/internet. USB devices connected to remote computers can be virtually plugged in to your local machine. The
devices can then be accessed as if they are locally present. KEYMACRO English Version: JRT Visual Voice Changer VERSION 1.3 DESCRIPTION JRT Visual Voice Changer is an easy to use tool which allows you to change your voice for different character over the internet. KEYMACRO English Version: JRT Visual Voice Changer
VERSION 1.2 DESCRIPTION JRT Visual Voice Changer is an easy to use tool which allows you to change your voice for different character over the internet. KEYMACRO English Version: JRT Visual Voice Changer VERSION 1.1 DESCRIPTION JRT Visual Voice Changer is an easy to use tool which allows you to change your voice for
different character over the internet. KEYMACRO English Version: JRT Visual Voice Changer VERSION 1.0 DESCRIPTION JRT Visual Voice Changer is an easy to use tool which allows you to change your voice for different character over the internet. KEYMACRO English Version: JRT Visual Voice Changer VERSION 1.0
DESCRIPTION JRT Visual Voice Changer is an easy to use tool which allows you to change your voice for different character over the internet. KEYMACRO English Version: JRT Visual Voice Changer VERSION 1.0 DESCRIPTION JRT Visual Voice Changer is an easy to use tool which allows you to change your voice for different
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